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Although MySql's source code is open in the sense of being publicly available, it's essentially closed
to you if you don't understand it. In this book, Sasha Pachev -- a former member of the MySql
Development Team -- provides a comprehensive tour of MySql 5 that shows you how to figure out
the inner workings of this powerful database. You'll go right to heart of the database to learn how
data structures and convenience functions operate, how to add new storage engines and
configuration options, and much more. The core of Understanding MySql Internals begins with an
Architecture Overview that provides a brief introduction of how the different components of MySql
work together. You then learn the steps for setting up a working compilable copy of the code that
you can change and test at your pleasure. Other sections of the book cover:
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MySQL is assuming increased importance as an enterprise database and has become the de-facto
standard with web hosting companies. A number of books have appeared in recent years, covering
various aspects of MySQL. In Understanding MySQL Internals, Sasha Pachev, a MySQL-focused
consultant and former member of the MySQL development team, takes us on a tour of how MySQL
works and how it is built.Starting with an overview of MySQL history and architecture, the book
quickly moves us through working with the source code to build and run the product in a debugger.
Drawing on his deep experience with the software, Mr. Pachev explains the coding conventions
used to develop MySQL and why you should use them when modifying the software yourself.The

author delineates the different functional "modules" (a term he coined himself to better explain the
database, technically speaking there are no defined modules in MySQL's architecture) of MySQL
and how they interrelate. Herein lies the key to how this book teaches the reader the vast intricacy
of such a complex piece of software. The author recognizes the subject is huge and the source
code changing. What he does in the book is serve as our tour guide, driving us through the various
areas and explaining as much relevant information as he reasonably can. He constantly illustrates
key pieces of source code and data structures; but perhaps more importantly he makes reference to
the actual source files utilized by each functional component of the system, while encouraging us to
explore further on our own. His approach is very much "top down".As he takes us on this tour, the
author explains many of the design decisions behind the various MySQL components, often
imparting the historical perspective behind them.
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